MATT PRITIKO PLEASED WITH EARLY
SEASON APC UNITED LATE MODEL
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LONDON, ON - With two races of the APC United Late Model Series now complete, Matt Pritiko finds
himself 5th in the tour's points standings after a pair of impressive performances at Flamboro and Sunset.
The 5th place finish at Flamboro, followed by a 10th place result at Sunset has Pritiko riding a wave of
momentum entering the third round of the tour at Sauble Speedway on June 25th.
"We really wanted to come out of the gate strong," says Pritiko. "When you're chasing a championship
like this, you have to assert yourself quickly. If we're lucky to make it to the top of the points this season, a
strong start could be the difference maker between have some breathing room and being hounded right
down to the last lap"
After missing a portion of his 2015 season due to large-scale damage incurred in a serious wreck at
Flamboro Speedway in July, Pritiko knows the importance of keeping his Global Warranty No. 21 in
working condition from race to race.

"Above everything else, we need to keep bringing our car home in one piece," explains the former
Delaware Speedway champion.
"It's a physical impossibility to make your program any faster if all you're doing between races is putting it
back together. Finishing a race with your car looking the way it did when it came out of the trailer is the
best way to make your own luck"
With over 20 of Ontario's best Pro Late Model races eager to battle their way to the front of the field in
each event, the London, ON racer praises the series for its parity and competition.
"This is the most evenly matched tour you could ever be a part of," says Pritiko. "It's an honour to race
against these teams and 5th in points is definitely not a bad place to start the season. But now we need to
find our rhythm and get into a routine that will help us start to make some gains on the guys ahead of us."
Matt Pritiko will return to action with the APC United Late Model Series on Saturday, June 25th at Sauble
Speedway. For more information, visit www.APCRacingSeries.com.
Matt Pritiko's 2016 season is made possible thanks to the support of Global Warranty, Cadillac Industrial
Cleaning, Domus Developments, Toyota Town, Burwell Auto Body Ltd., SellToWin.Com, Activate Drinks,
NAPA Certified Bodyshops, Palasad of London and Glencoe Auto Recyclers.

